Aas 302: Judicial System & African Amer Community

This course is an examination of the historical and contemporary relationships and interactions between the black population and the legal system in America. Concepts covered will include considerations of definitions of criminal conduct, societal responses to minority pressures and demands for justice, as well as intergroup relations between nondominant ethnic groups and enforcement components of society.

3 Credits

Cross-listed Courses
* Soc 308: Judicial System & African Amer Community

Instruction Type(s)
* Lecture: Lecture for Aas 302

Subject Areas
* African-American/Black Studies

Related Areas
* Ethnic, Cultural Minority, Gender, and Group Studies, Other
* Gay/Lesbian Studies
* Women's Studies

http://catalog.olemiss.edu/2019/spring/undergraduate/liberal-arts/african-american-studies-program/aas-302